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Does this appeal to you?
Tufts Daily: Kiss Greg Geiman’s ass and you might get a mention in his column. Misspell headlines and write
articles on long, boring TCU Senate meetings.
The Zamboni: We’re not funny, but if we use enough four-letter words we might think we are. Hang out with Adam
Kraemer and Bill Copeland, possibly two of the unfunniest people on this campus.
TCU Senate: Is your ego big enough for us? If you think passing resolutions condemning the regime in Burma or
protesting the Gulf War actually makes a difference, run for the Senate. Actually, just fill out a petition, that’ll be
enough.
The Observer: Tufts’ newspaper of record since 1895, and since then, about as many readers. Somebody needs to
mop up all the losers not good enough for The Daily.

Or would you rather work with a bunch of

white male elitist pigs?

Join THE PRIMARY SOURCE
WEEKLY MEETING:
Wednesday Nights, 8:30 PM.
Zamparelli Room
(112 Campus Center)
or call Jessica at 627-7576
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FROM THE EDITOR

THE PRIMARY SOURCE
THE JOURNAL OF CONSERVATIVE THOUGHT
AT TUFTS UNIVERSITY

E

ver since the 1994 GOP mid-term
election sweep, Republicans have
proven a great disappointment. Their campaign pacts provided tremendous hope for
reinvigorating the economy, streamlining
government, and enacting long overdue
social reform. But since they sold these
lofty promises to voters, Republicans have
shed their convictions and instead coordinate strategies by taking the defensive to
the media.
Many GOP legislators developed understandable concern for their livelihoods
when the media barraged House Speaker
Newt Gingrich with storms of criticism
shortly after the Republicans took control
of Congress. A handful on the right maintained their positions even in the wake of
the Fourth Estate’s assault on Gingrich.
The vast majority, however, opted for the
status quo. When it was most important
for these politicians to voice and defend
their ideas to reassure their constituencies, they abandoned principle. The Republican cop-out depleted the party’s credibility and eradicated the optimism members of the ’94 Revolution had instilled in
the electorate.
Two of the most appalling examples
of Republican capitulation include the
repudiation of California Propositions 187
and 209. Proposition 187, a 1994 initiative, would restrict the availability of public services to legal citizens. Abuse of the
entitlement system is especially ramapant
in California and that state’s tax payers
grew tired of not only funding assistance
for their fellow Californians, but those
illegally residing there as well. Prop 187
represents a measure to both curb abuse of
the welfare state and discourage illegal
immigration because of tighter entitlement restrictions.
Though 187 passed handily, it received much criticism from outspoken
bleeding hearts and multiculturalists. Republicans should have predicted this reaction and subsequently been more prepared
to defend their stance. Instead they have
backed away from an initiative which had
helped many of them get elected. They
have similarly shied from Prop 209. Also
know as the California Civil Rights Initiative, this 1996 ballot question would fi-

nally bring an end to preferential treatment in the public sector.
Californians overwhelmingly supported CCRI. Some even attribute Bob
Dole’s poor showing in California to his
failure to support the proposal. But when
the far left pitched a fit over CCRI’s
passage, the feeble GOP abandoned the
important issue which would have been,
and hopefully will still get an opportunity
to be, a crucial step in eliminating discrimination and fortifying the meritocracy. For a Republican Party member to
distance himself from Prop 209, an initiative predicated on the conservative fundamentals of individualism and equal opportunity, constitutes pure cowardice.
Referring to the Republican effort on
behalf of both Propositions, GOP campaign consultant Sal Russo commented,
“We turned off so many voters these past
two election cycles by pushing these harsh,
divisive issues.” This is clearly not true or
the Republicans would not have gained
and maintained the majority in Congress.
In reality, only the media and radicals
were displeased by the GOP agenda, in all
likelihood because its initial strength
threatened their chances of expanding the
already bloated government. Moreover,
politicians should not serve to simply
preserve the current system— they should
tackle difficult issues in pursuit of improving upon it.
California State Attorney General
Dan Lungren commented that “Part of
Ronald Reagan’s genius was that he was
an inclusive conservative.” What Lungren
fails to recognize is that conservatism is
inherently inclusive as it is disregards
superficial qualities like race when assessing merit. The left, on the other hand,
revels in differences. Americans did not
elect Republicans to act like Democrats—
a sentiment ironically put forward by
Newt Gingrich. Republicans have nothing to fear by boldly supporting their own
agenda. But sadly, the GOP has failed
Americans and destroyed the party’s credibility. The only way to salvage Republican dignity is for party members to realize
that if people voted for them based on
their campaign promises, they expect delivery, not compromise.
—JS
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
“Capitalist tools like the stock market can bring the public an
influential voice in social institutions impossible under any other
system… money acts as an instrument of liberation, not destruction, and certainly not evil.” It is precisely because I agree with
these words by Keith Levenberg in his article, “Other People’s
Money,” from the February 13th SOURCE that I stand firmly in
support of the Student Coalition for Investor Responsibility at
Tufts. In fact, despite what Mr. Levenberg seems to believe, I and
other members of the Tufts Burma Action Group have been
working earnestly on this project since last summer….
First, I want to emphasize that SCIRT is not asking the
University to form a committee that would make investment and
divestment decisions. I agree completely with Mr. Levenberg that
such a committee might very well aggravate Tufts’s financial
crisis. Despite Mr. Levenberg’s accusations, I and the rest of
TBAG have never “cursed money and private ownership.” In fact,
our approach to the Pepsi-Burma controversy shows that we have
always been in favor of using market forces, like purchasing
power, to achieve our goals. In this case, we are simply asking the
University to utilize the voice it ALREADY HAS to influence the
behavior of the companies in which it invests.
Mr. Levenberg argues that Tufts should not vote on shareholder resolutions because the resolutions themselves are not
necessary. He asserts that “all publicly-traded companies adhere
to the law’s fundamental human-rights standards” and thus most
proxy resolutions involve only “petty infractions of political
correctness.” For someone who attacks his opponents for supposedly living in an “ivory tower,” Mr. Levenberg shows remarkable
naiveté on this point. Information from the Investor Responsibility Research Center (IRRC) shows that this semester alone, Tufts
will have the chance to vote on more than 30 resolutions dealing
with social policy issues, like human rights, fair employment

practices, and environmental protection. For example, two resolutions call for Allied-Signal to adopt human rights criteria for
deals with China and to review its international workplace standards…. Moreover, the very existence of resolutions such as these
implies that at least some shareholders see cause for alarm….
Mr. Levenberg goes on to say that Tufts’s current policy of
abstentions should continue because it is in our financial interests
to implicitly side with the management, who, “of course,” always
know [sic] the more profitable way to vote. While that might be
true in matters of corporate governance, it is most certainly not the
case in social policy issues, where there is often not a “more
profitable” way to vote. For example, would Chrysler make less
of a profit if it followed a proposed resolution to report anti-gay
discrimination in its factories and offices? Certainly not, but that
does not mean Chrysler is in favor of this resolution….
Next Mr. Levenberg demands that the University remain
objective and not involve itself in controversy. He admits, however, that the University is already not being objective. Remember
that the University ALREADY MAKES voting decisions on all
proxy resolutions. Much of the time, it abstains, but, as Mr.
Levenberg explained, an abstention is actually a vote for whatever
the management wants. This vague and arbitrary policy is anything but objective and non-controversial….
While Mr. Levenberg may want the University to stay out of
politics, the Tufts Mission Statement clearly rejects this notion by
saying, “We are committed to better understand and better influence value-based decisions— personal, professional, and political.” The University has never been a non-political institution
devoid of values, and it is SCIRT’s opinion that it never should be.
Tom Magnani, LA’97
Member, TBAG and SCIRT
This letter has been edited for length. A copy of the entire letter
may be obtained by contacting THE SOURCE.
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Commentary
rights atrocities still encloses the People’s Republic. Deng realized that Marxist economics cannot compete with post-industrial
capitalism, but stopped short of grasping that Big Brother is no
After years of uncertainty, age and illness finally “finished the match for God.
worldly journey” of China’s former paramount figure, Deng
The PRC’s record of religious oppression in 1996 marked its
Xiaoping. One of the last of a small cadre of world leaders whose highest level of Christian persecution since the Cultural Revolulives spanned the pre- and post-war worlds of the twentieth tion. Inexplicably, the US government, human rights organizacentury, his death marks a turning point in history not just for tions like Amnesty International, and the news media have all but
China, but for the world. Ironically, Deng’s impact on his century ignored the dictatorship’s forced secularism. As a result, few are
and his nation may be more favorably recorded by the western aware that China’s seventy-five million Christians cannot freely
powers he held off than by his own countrymen.
practice their faith. Only those who register with state-regulated
There is no debate over the tremendous advances, however, denominations can legitimately attend worship services.
that Mao’s successor made possible through the reform of China’s
According to the US Department of State’s 1996 China
economy and the opening of doors to the world business commu- Report on Human Rights, the unregistered must assemble in
nity. In 1977, the Middle Kingdom appeared doomed to endless basements to avoid detection and possible imprisonment because
poverty, strife, and political terror. After two decades in power, of their faith, while Roman Catholic bishops and other Christian
Deng significantly improved China’s living standard, tempered leaders remain in jail. In Zhejiang, Jiangxi, and Fujian provinces,
the Communist Party’s internal strife, and ended the Cultural police raided underground masses, destroyed altars, confiscated
Revolution’s horrors. Today, China stands ready to advance into books, harassed congregations, and detained worshipers. Vaticanthe twenty-first century, confident that a once-proud nation can affiliated Catholics are routinely arrested without warrants, beaten,
rise from disgrace. None but Deng
and jailed. Priests frequently “disapXiaoping, who took the world’s most
pear,” or die as a result of authorities’
fanatically Marxist regime and sold it
refusal to supply medical treatment
capitalist reforms, made this happen.
for even minor illnesses.
However incredible Deng’s acBut Jiang Zemin’s calls for
complishments, the story of his life is
renewed obedience to the Communist
perhaps more remarkable yet. A memParty, what he terms “spiritual civiliber of the small circle of revolutionary
zation,” have ironically been answered
leaders who fought beside Chairman
by a dramatic rise in the number of
Mao, Deng’s open expression of his
Chinese Christians. Due to high de“capitalist-roader” views twice got him
mand, the Bible has replaced the “little
purged from the party he built, both
red book” as the national best-seller,
during the Cultural Revolution and in
with a 200% printing increase since
the late days of Mao. To survive a
1995. Inspired by this faithfulness,
purge once was amazing, but to do it
Pope John Paul II appealed to the
twice speaks tellingly to Deng’s
international community to recognize
strength and perseverance— not to
“the fundamental freedom of religion
mention luck.
as the cornerstone of the structure of
But to present him simply as a
human rights and the foundation of
Deng Xiaoping (1904-1997)
misunderstood reformer ignores
every truly free society.”
Deng’s dark side. Deng’s inside knowledge of political persecuThankfully, Republican Senators Arlen Specter and Frank
tion did little to deter him from ordering the Tiananmen Square Wolf understand the significance of this fundamental right; the
Massacre in 1989, or from standing faithfully beside Mao during legislators are drafting legislation to limit aid to countries that
the famines and millions of deaths that marked the disastrous practice religious persecution. Secretary of State Madeleine
Great Leap Forward. And like his successor Jiang Zemin, Deng Albright promised that US policy toward the PRC’s human rights
also sought Taiwan’s forcible return to the communist fold. abuses would involve a “tell it like it is” approach, but that’s the
Deng’s record as China’s leader includes many deplorable and very least we should expect from the leader of the free world. Just
unconscionable events, but one day a free China will be able to as Ronald Reagan courageously challenged that other Evil Empire
learn from his regretable errors and his progressive strides.
from his presidential bully pulpit, so must Bill Clinton call on Mr.
Jiang to tear down his wall of oppression.
Unlucky Numbers
Without Righteousness
Jiang Zemin’s challenge as he takes up Deng Xiaoping’s
legacy is to continue demystifying the foundation of falsehoods
The Allied Pilots Association’s short walkout from American
upon which communism is built. Deng’s milestone fiscal reforms Airlines has revealed a host of unsettling truths about the current
opened the door to economic liberty, but a towering wall of human state of American society. President Clinton’s strike-halting interSympathy for the Devil
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vention and the reaction to it expose the extent to which diverse
segments of the population rely on the government to solve their
problems. Moreover, the executive order lays bare the ease with
which the state executes oppressive supremacy over individual
freedom.
As the strike loomed, American Airlines CEO Robert Crandall
pleaded with the White House to issue the back-to-work order,
making apocalyptic predictions about the cost to the national
economy a work stoppage would cause. But a CEO should not rely
on the federal government for its supply of labor. Crandall should
have tried to defeat the union by hiring pilots away from other
airlines or offering strike-breakers special benefits. He should
have done everything possible to demolish the illiberal labor
monopoly without resorting to federal intervention, because APA
members were being greedy, not oppressed. American’s pilots
already earned the highest average salaries in the commercial
aviation industry— yet they demanded massive pay raises and
unreasonable autonomy over business operations.
The specifics of the labor dispute aside, President Clinton had
no right to step into the fray. The presidency may be a position of
great influence, but it is not a sovereign’s throne. No one can force
any free man to
work if he does
not wish to; the
Thirteenth
Amendment
certifies that
truth. Thus, in
addition to being immoral,
President
Clinton’s holiday-weekend
popularity
stunt was unconstitutional. That the pilots followed the executive
order, and that so few people commented on the ignobility of
Clinton’s action, speak volumes about America’s high tolerance for
state usurpation of individual rights.
In the Red
Despite the downfall of Communism and the current trend
towards privatization, Russia is still not back on its feet. Currently,
one of the biggest problems facing the government is generating
revenue; less than one-fifth of all taxpayers, corporate and individual, pay their taxes. In addition, the International Monetary
Fund has suspended over ten billion dollars in Russian credit. As
a result, the government has begun an advertising campaign to
encourage taxpayers to shell out their due. But since few would
voluntarily sacrifice their money to a bloated bureaucracy that
squanders its coffers, the Russian government will likely respond
to the crisis by printing more money— a sure recipe for disaster.
Russia’s problems are not the result of capitalism. Although the
free market produces greater economic growth and higher standards
of living than socialism, it cannot swiftly reverse the devastation of
decades of central planning. For example, Russian automobile

manufacturer Avtovaz, which owes half a billion in taxes, operates
a city once under the auspices of the state. But they cannot comply
with tax requirements without disrupting the schools, hospitals, and
social structure of the newly-privatized city.
Russia’s gradual conversion to free enterprise has not been
easy. Americans should take note of the domestic implications,
however. Once-experimental government programs such as Social
Security are now permanently ingrained in society. Entitlements
run rampant, and more state controls are always the first solution
proposed to any social dilemma. But Russia’s problems demonstrate that the government’s meddling is not so easily reversed. One
cannot simply renounce the mistakes of the past and return to free
enterprise; socialism’s havoc will mar Russia for years to come.
Hopefully the same will never be said about America.
School Daze
President Clinton’s pile of education rhetoric continues to
mount, and his promise of a “New Deal” for education should
cause all taxpayers to tighten the grip on their wallets. The barrage
of bureaucratic schemes includes meddling interventions with
states’ rights
and a catalog
of spending
hikes, including the highest university
subsidies in
American history.
M o s t
people instinctively
support higher
education subsidies because they ostensibly help the poor and the
least-educated. But, in reality, they are more regressive than
nearly any other. Very little higher education spending takes the
form of financial aid; most goes towards make-work research
projects resembling ‘collegiate welfare.’ By funneling tax dollars
into universities, the main beneficiaries are ivory tower intellectuals and middle-class students which comprise the majority of the
college population.
Other White House proposals consist of equally deceptive
programs for elementary and secondary education. While Clinton’s
plot includes provisions for supposedly autonomous charter schools,
he did not specify the qualifications for a charter— nor did he
release them from obligations to hold to national standards, the
President’s main pet project. Algebra may be the same in Georgia
as in Utah, Clinton notes, but that similarity does not justify an
egregious violation of the Tenth Amendment. Trusting the federal
government to dictate curricula for local districts is to supremely
overestimate its competence, a fallacy evident when one looks at
Washington, DC’s, school system over which Congress has virtual
free reign. But if America’s schools outperform those in the
District, it will not be because of Congressional wisdom and
discretion.
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Fortnight in Review

SM

Comedy is allied to Justice.
—Aristophanes
Orson the bear, the 25-foot inflatable mascot of Polar Beverages, surfaced in Connecticut after its fifth kidnapping in 18
months. Looks like the Connecticut Front for the Liberation of
Inflatable Animals came to the rescue.

Madison, Wisconsin, shelled out cash to compile a guide
informing readers how many meals of that state’s PCB contaminated fish people can eat without serious risk. The remainder will
be shipped to Dewick.
Two mock Whitewater trials conducted by prosecutors on
Kenneth Starr’s staff resulted in the acquittal of the Arkansas Two.
That’s what they get for using the first OJ jury.

Guess the mink aren’t doing it for Jaime anymore.
Top Ten New Scenes in The Empire Strikes Back Special
Edition:
10. Leia slaps Han with $15 million sexual harassment suit
9. C3PO’s six million forms of communication include Ebonics
8. Light sabers cause cancer
7. Vader warns the Emperor that the era of big government is over
6. Ben Kenobi no longer allowed to train Jedi knights after Liz
Ammons denies him tenure
5. Yoda is really Bob Dole
4. Luke and Leia unknowingly engage in a little “Arkansas action”
3. Lando’s deal with Vader includes laundering Indonesian “campaign contributions”
2. Leia breaks into impromptu “Don’t Cry For Me, Alderaan”
1. Death Star reconstruction delayed for years while Empire
installs ten thousand wheelchair ramps
A pay-raise bill passed
by the Mississippi state
House prevents its opponents from receiving the
dough unless they sign a
statement that reads, “I was
for the legislative pay raise
but did not have the guts to
vote for it.” Another bill
prevents Bubba from deploying troops to foreign
countries unless he signs a
statement reading, “I was
for the Vietnam War but
did not have the guts to
go.”
Madonna expressed grave disappointment at being overlooked for a best actress Oscar nomination. She played an attention-mongering tramp— certainly an Oscar-worthy performance.
A dog in Texas dug up over $13,000 in his owners’ backyard.
The pooch donated the funds to the Prince Legal Defense Fund.
Bay State cops cuffed deadbeat dad Mike Southerlin when he
came home for some of mom’s home cooking. Hmmm... wonder
what the filling in her next pie will be.
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A University of Washington study revealed that over 25% of
people “are susceptible to having false memories planted in their
brains.” They teach World Civ.
Who said pigs can’t fly? Aggrieved at “the lack of morals in
the legal profession,” a Waltham man hurled a 55-gallon drum and
a live pot-bellied pig through the window of the Massachusetts Bar
Association building. Six barristers were trampled rushing to give
their cards to the swine.
The pig, that is.
Phoenix, Arizona, officials released 13 juvenile offenders for
a weekend to avoid federal fines of $300 per child per day for
“overcrowding.” Res Life officials beware.
After fourteen years on
Broadway, Cats is being sued
by an audience member
charging assault, battery,
negligence, and the infliction of emotional distress
after Rum Tum Tugger
danced just a little too close.
One “memory,” $12 million.
A Michigan town zoning board told owners of five
llamas that the Peruvian pack
animals violate the code and
have to go. Clearly, the Eco
Hut is not subject to such
oppression.
Provincial Beantown pols Joe Moakley and Tom Menino are
celebrating the defeat of Pats owner Bob Kraft’s plan to build the
first 100% privately financed stadium in ten years. But will they
cheer for the Rhode Island Patriots?
Normally More-PC-Than-Thou sneaker maker Reebok is still
reeling from criticism for its “Incubus” model, named (unknowingly?) after a male demon that swoops down on sleeping women
and rapes them. They plan to change it to the “Michael Irvin.”

America’s indictment-dodging hen-pecked
First Husband’s proposed budget for the next
fiscal year includes tripling funding for research
into the extermination of the Brown Tree Snake,
which threatens the tropical bird populations of
many small Pacific islands. First, he should see to
keeping his own snake in check.

After enduring endless detention and taunts of “spaz,” Alaska
high-schooler Evan Ramsey picked up a shotgun and killed his
principal and another student known for teasing him. Thus ending
what might have been a promising career with the US Postal
Service.
Reno, Nevada, officials worry that the recent closure of
several casinos will tarnish the city’s image and hurt the economy.
Visitors won’t be able to get gambling chips to tip the hookers
with.

Top Ten Things Discovered by Construction
Workers While Inspecting the Roof of South
Hall:
10. Another $334,500
9. The real killer
8. Jamie Roth’s stash of explosives
7. An 800,000-issue archive of THE PRIMARY
SOURCE
6. The Religion Department
5. Greg Geiman’s favorite bathroom
4. Exiled Bridge-Metcalf residents
3. Tufts Democrats’ shrine to Walter Mondale
2. Copies of Shakespeare chucked up there by English 2 profs
1. That South Hall no longer has a roof
Another from the Lone Star State file: a prankster hacked his
way into Round Rock, Texas, Mayor Charlie Culpepper’s pager
and changed the message to an X-rated rap song. Either that, or
Charlie accidentally switched beepers with Marion Barry at the
last mayor’s conference.

From the Elephant’s Mouth
☞In an inflammatory “Viewpoint,” Onaje Oladuwa trashed the
Establishment for the rape, murder, torture, and enslavement of
his people, and defended those who chose violence to oppose it.
Needless to say, the awful forces supposedly alligned against him
produced not a squeak— or even a letter to the Daily. So much for
The Man.... According to page three filler: “Write for the Daily.
With a little practice, you’ll be able to write good.” THE ELEPHANT
suspects this was supposed to be a joke.
☞Extra! Extra! Logrolling at the Daily reached new heights with
ex-columnist Duy Linh Tu’s letter praising rattlebrained current
columnist Greg Geiman for adding “a little humor and scrutiny
in looking at campus issues.” Very little, we might add.... Since
we’re on the subject, Daily court jester Geiman railed on the TCU
Senate’s catering to minority interests, then applauded the Contract with Tufts, which includes campaigning for hire of a fulltime Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Community “director.” Listen,
Greg, if it quacks like a minority interest and walks like a minority
interest…
☞Regarding the aforementioned Contract On Tufts, frosh senator
and blossoming village idiot Matt Behrens said, “We do not need
a resolution to tell us our job; our job is to pass resolutions with

SM

meaning.” And to think, Behrens is
just a freshman; we’ll have three more
years of his shenanigans. Perhaps what
the Senate really needs is term limits....
TCU Treasurer Lee Brenner added to the
inane discussion: “I do not see the point of
this resolution.” Which describes exactly
how most students feel about senate activism most of the time.
☞Health Services discovered “a newly recognized problem,” in
this case compulsive gambling. Then the back page of the Daily
graced us with an ad entitled “Compulsive Gambling: Gambling
Problem Is A Sure Thing.” Even though gaming taken to excess
is certainly a problem, unless it’s your lunch money you’re losing,
what does this have to do with health? … See you at Casino Night.
☞PREDICTIONS: Gambling debts affect a high-profile campus
organization this semester.... Administrators cave in to Kathy
Polias’s demands to form investment oversight committee....
Tufts adds 10,000 shares of Coca-Cola to its stock portfolio.
THE ELEPHANT never forgets.
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Re-Melting the Pot
Colin Kingsbury

T

oday at Tufts, students representing a
variety of races, religions, and cultures
co-exist peacefully nearly all of the time.
Inevitably, an occasional incident of real
racism occurs, but the isolated nature of
these events never stops a small and dedicated cadre of agitators from asseverating
awful and pervasive racial hostility on this
campus. In their walled-in world, this band
of students and administrators see themselves locked in battle against Jim Crow,
even though most places would envy the
placid state of race relations on this campus. Problems do of course exist, but they
are of a distinctly different and less frightening nature than the difficulties facing
American society today. While it would be
a grave mistake to hold Walnut Hill up as
a model of perfect racial harmony, we lose
as much by overstating the problem as we
do by ignoring it entirely.
The problem today lies not in our goal,
but rather in the way we seek it. First and
foremost, we must stop focusing on isolated racial incidents which simply do not
reflect the beliefs of the majority of students and cease convening endless committees to pen pointless policies that
hold no hope of remedying anything
whatsoever. Instead, let us try and imagine just what Tufts would look like if
race-relations problems were at an acceptably low level, and then determine
how best to achieve that goal.
The best place on campus to observe the state of student affairs just
might be the dining halls. A multitude
of factors, including taste in music,
classes, and social activities all influence the choice of tablemates. No surprise then that the first thing everyone
notes in discussions of race relations is
the degree of self-segregation visible
in the dining halls. Thus we might assume
that a campus where less of this self-segregation exists has better race relations. The
opposite also stands, and what the dining
halls tell us today is that we are unnaturally
divided against ourselves.
But no racism causes this voluntary
apartheid; a select few policies and practices endorsed by the University lie at the
root of the problem. In particular, the struc-

ture of Freshmen Orientation and the un- much invested in these programs to allow
duly restrictive nature of Tufts’s social their abolition in the near future. But we
policy both play pivotal roles in the divi- can at least engage in some damage consion of the student body. Rather than push trol. Anyone who went through host advisforward with the untold hours of parlia- ing realizes that “the group” functioned
mentary wrangling required to adopt an merely as an administrative convenience.
official policy on “bigotry,” the faculty and But these groups offer tremendous opporadministration should look
at these institutions if they
wish to remedy this prob- That voluntary segregation of the dining
lem.
During one meeting of halls appears within days of Matricthe task force on race rela- ulation speaks to the flaws of the current
tions, a freshman Hispanic system; we can expect it again and again
described a day-long program which invited fresh- unless we change this annual failure.
men of her racial group to
merely relax and bond with each other. By tunities to foster bonds between freshmen
contrast, the hectic pace of normal Orien- in their most impressionable days. While
tation with its endless panels, paperwork, some host advisers go out of their way and
and registration left little time for socializ- organize parties and outings, the Univering. As she said, “it was not a unifying sity should at the very least endorse and
experience.” Thus, during the time when provide all support necessary to expand
many long-term friendships begin, this girl these efforts. Making friends outside of the
found herself becoming acquainted with an normal boundaries of race, culture, or soartificially large number of Hispanics. Fur- cioeconomic background might at times
pose difficulties, but during Orientation few of those matter. That the aforementioned voluntary segregation of the
dining halls often appears within days
of Matriculation speaks to the flaws of
the current system, and we can expect
it again and again unless we change
this annual failure.
Having created a bad situation, one
expects the University to remedy it, but
in fact it does the opposite. While classes
certainly determine part of the friendships and associations students make,
out-of-class time, which means the vast
majority of a students’ hours, play a
much larger role. At many schools, onThe solution to our race-relation problems?
campus social events such as hall gaththermore, she firmly brushed off the sug- erings, sporting events, and fraternity pargestion that this only showed her prefer- ties play a fundamental role in the formaences in friends; the structure of the pro- tion of the social fabric. Here only one of
grams definitely played at least a partial those three items exists with any vitality,
role.
and even that one appears occasionally
While merely attacking and calling for strained. This social deficit bears most
the elimination of any special race-based brutally upon freshmen with limited access
Orientation programs would be quick and
Please see “Melting,”
easy enough, it would also likely fail. Many
continued on page 18.
powerful elements at Tufts have far too
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Jane catalogs her accomplishments
JANE JUMBO
School Address:
512 Haskell Hall
Medford, MA 02155
(617)627-4193

Home Address:
17 Lakeville Road
Great Neck, NY 11021
(516)931-1099

OBJECTIVE: To use my education as a tool to exact positive change.
EDUCATION:
Undergraduate degree in Peace and Justice Studies and
Anthropology expected from Jackson College in June, 1998.
Cumulative GPA: 3.94, including an A- in PS 45.
Pi Sigma Alpha, the Political Science Honor Society
Member in Good Standing
Member on Probation

1/96 - 5/96
5/96 - Present

Teaching Assistant for PS 45 and PS 51

1/96 - 5/96

EXPERIENCE:
AmeriCorps volunteer tutoring Ebonics in Oakland public
schools (salary: $600.00/week)
The Observer, Tuft’s Newspapper of Recerd
Editer-in-Chief
Directed a staff of three invalids.
Asistent News Editer
Licked stamps for subscriptions.
Tufts Community Union Senate
Minutes Taker, Malaysian Equity Committee
(salary: $334,500... shhhh.)

6/94 - 8/94
9/95 - Present
9/95 - 12/95
1/96 - Present

1/96 - Present
1/96 - 5/96

Alpha Omicron Pi Executive Board and Star Chamber
Pajamee Jam Assistant Co-Chair
1/27/96
Made sure everybody’s scrunchies matched their Grand Cherokees.
Haskell Hall Recycling Coordinator
Saved trees.
The Gap
Sales Associate and Jeans Folder
Sold clothes and folded jeans.
Assistant Manager
Watched Jamie sell clothes and fold jeans.

9/95 - 5/96

5/96 - 7/96
7/96 - 8/96

SKILLS: Fluent in Macintosh Finder, including software packages like LOGO, GW-Basic,
Shufflepuck Café, and DOOM. Proficient in Swahili and Roberts’ Rules of Order (Combat Edition).

INTERESTS: Tennis, clothes, social justice.
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Gaining Ground
Keith Levenberg

V

ery few people actually read The Bell
Curve, Charles Murray’s last book.
With its tables, graphs, statistics, and one
hundred pages of footnotes, Murray and
co-author Richard Herrnstein had clearly
targeted the 800-plus page volume towards
thinktank glitterati and public policy wonks.
That the proverbial “race card” made the
book an instant best-seller probably surprised the authors as much as the barrage of
negative publicity that accompanied it,

Book Review: Charles Murray’s
What it Means to Be a Libertarian
BROADWAY BOOKS, 178 pp, $20.00

unprecedented for an academic treatise.
But the ultimate shock was the one delivered to the legions of leftists that poured
through The Bell Curve in hopes of attributing an apologia for racism to the right.
Instead, they found a scholarly manuscript
rich in statistics but weak on aphorisms,
brimming with science and philosophy
but devoid of sound bites and crowdpleasing political rhetoric.
What it Means to Be a Libertarian
is not such a book, as evidenced by its
tome-sized proportions and Murray’s
introductory boast that its pages contain
only one graph. The new book is clearly
intended to occupy that space on a rightwinger’s shelf between The Road to
Serfdom and Capitalism and Freedom, a
far cry from the statistics-laden volumes, Arthur Jensen studies, and psychometric assessments normally associated with The Bell Curve.
Murray’s latest lives up to its title’s
promise to provide a “personal interpretation.” The practical arguments for the
free market have already been made elsewhere, and Murray excels at bringing capitalism back to where it matters: local communities, where a tax hike has no effect on
the Gross National Product but a direct
impact on whether a mother and a father
will be able to buy their son a bicycle for his
birthday. It is Murray’s specialty, and his
skill in the department will no doubt main-

tain his good standing in conservative circles to Murray’s definition, that does not dimindespite his lukewarm embrace of libertari- ish as people consume it and that can only
anism.
effectively be provided to the populace as
In fact, Murray could just as easily a whole.
have titled the text What it Means to Be a
It is easy to see how many public goods
Conservative. His politics, which he cat- fall under the banner; one cannot contamiegorizes as “libertarian with a lower-case nate Somerville’s air and expect the air in
l,” aptly describe the coming
generation of conservative
thought: market liberalism
Murray does retain many elements of
sprinkled with the American
a conservatism that is more
tradition of virtue, devoid of
the authoritarian follies of
mainstream and moderate— and
its elders like the “war on
definitely more socially acceptable.
drugs.” Ideally, Murray’s
chapter entitled “Sex, Drugs,
and Rock and Roll” will convince other conservatives tired of the inan- Medford to remain clean, so many public
ity of the government’s crusade against goods entail environmental concerns. Simivictimless crimes to come out of the closet. larly, the state cannot provide police proThe rest will probably keep reading tection selectively to some individuals and
Chronicles while counting the days be- not others, because the existence of the
tween Social Security checks.
police force protects all. Therefore, police,
Nevertheless, Murray does retain many military defense, and other protective assoelements of a conservatism that is more ciations qualify as public goods. But to
mainstream and moderate— and definitely place education in the same category makes
little sense. Unlike police protection, a
school system that only educates those
that pay for it is entirely feasible. Moreover, unlike clean air, education is a
scarce resource. Every child in the system will remove several thousand dollars annually from somebody’s coffers;
the same is not true for genuine public
goods.
Ironically, education fails Murray’s
own informal three-pronged tests for public goods. Asks Murray, “Is the good
something that cannot be provided by
individuals on their own? Am I asking
my neighbor to pay for a government
service that he doesn’t want... [or] that
Conservative thinker Charles Murray
benefits me, or people whom I favor,
more socially acceptable. Sometimes re- more than it benefits him?” Individuals can
sembling concessions to the left, Murray’s certainly provide education on their own
arguments might have been stronger had without state subsidy; such had been done
they been a little closer to capital l libertari- for centuries. More importantly, however,
anism. His Friedmanesque support for gov- state-funded education asks many individuernment-funded school vouchers as op- als to pay for a service that they do not want
posed to full privatization, for example, and that benefits others more than them.
seems to contradict his own ideology. His
Continued on the next page.
rationale is that education constitutes a
“public good”— an enterprise, according
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barrier to local merchants and small business owners just trying to get by.
One chapter dedicates itself to describing a hypothetical replacement to the
volumes of regulations controlling consumer transactions, in particular the mammoth bureaucracies like the FDA. Murray
proposes abolishing the regulations altogether and replacing them with a few simple

intrusions, they will embrace the blessings
of liberty and cast their votes in rebellion
against the past several decades of statist
Proponents of public education fre“benevolence.”
quently tout ‘the benefits of an educated
After The Free Press published The
electorate,’ but the value of such benefits is
Bell Curve, The New York Times branded
measurably smaller than the value of the
Murray “The Most Dangerous Conservabenefit of having one’s child educated free
tive.” It is a label that Murray confirms in
of cost. Any pretensions towards greater
the new book, though not at all in the way
social benefits cannot obscure the
that the Times imagined. Charles
fact that if the benefits of collecBecause of Murray, no longer can the Murray is extremely dangerous to
tively funded education really did
American leftism, because his arguleft argue with impropriety that ments for the free market appeal to
outweigh the costs, individuals
would contribute voluntarily. The
middle-class America needs the the same altruistic emotions that the
coercive apparatus of the state is
exploits to justify the welfare
government’s benevolence to enjoy left
only used to force individuals to act
state. Because of Murray, no longer
“the stuff of life.”
contrary to their interests; nobody
can the left argue with impropriety
needs to be coerced to help himself.
that middle-class America needs the
That an educated electorate improves rules which were the norm several decades government’s benevolence to enjoy “the
society is no justification for having the ago: manufacturers and service providers stuff of life.” Writing in somber retrospecstate fund education any more than
must disclose accurate infor- tion, Murray recounts the tragic turn of
social improvements from appremation about their products, events in Washington that enabled the bulk
ciation of the arts justify stateconsumers must use them prop- of American society to declare they are the
funded art. Nobody would arerly, and the parties to the trans- victims of big government, not its benefigue that education does not
action may use contracts to de- ciaries.
benefit society, but conserfine liabilities in any mutually
Though What it Means to Be a
vatives and libertarians more
agreeable manner. It becomes
Libertarian was written partially to
than anybody else should
clear that any government
convert the opposition, one should
understand that all private
limitations on fully
not expect too many leftists to
endeavors benefit the cominformed volunsuccumb to reason and acknowlmunity. Society is imtary exchanges conedge that capitalism, joined
proved by quality restaustitute nothing short
with voluntarism and commurants, entertaining televiof paternalism, the elitnity consciousness, helps the
sion programs, efficient long-distance tele- ist belief that Americans are unfit to
bulk of mainstream society at
phone service, and the like, but few would make choices regarding their own
least as much as the rich. Still,
suggest socializing such programs. There lives and need benevolent bureauthe book will convince some
is no reason why the social arguments in crats to look out for their health, safety,
uncompromising libertarians to
favor of private enterprise cannot apply to and well-being.
slide a little closer to conservaeducation as well.
Tragically, it is not just in the
tism and some paleoconservatives
Still, minor ideological flaws do not consumer marketplace that the government to slide a little closer to libertarianism.
severely diminish the book’s major achieve- anoints itself with guardian angel status. A What it Means to Be a Libertarian will not
ment, which is a philosophical degreat deal of the bureaucratic chains spark a great revolution in philosophical
fense of free-market capitalism
restraining American communities thought like many of its predecessors, such
for the modern American coninvolves pointless constraints on or- as Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations,
sciousness. Murray reduces govdinary day-to-day activi- that served as Murray’s inspiration. But it
ernment machinations down to
ties, notes Murray. represents another one of those all-importhe levels at which they affect
When a family has to tant little rebellions that chart the road
ordinary Americans trying to live
file for a permit to away from serfdom.
fulfilling lives. For example,
paint a fence on
Mr. Levenberg is a sophomore
many leftists dismiss conservaits lawn or apply
majoring in Philosophy.
tive objections to government
for a corporate
regulations of business as just
charter to start a
another example of corpoLittle League
rate America purchasing corteam, the costs of
rupt politicians. In clear lana big government can no longer be conguage, Murray explains how such petty cealed from its victims. Murray predicts
bureaucracy is just a thorn on the side of big that as ordinary American families have to
business but acts as an insurmountable contend with more and more government

Continued from the previous page.
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House of Blues
Micaela Dawson

S

omething is rotten in Congress. Based
That the US government sanctions less intrusive and expansive government.
on its lackluster legislative perfor- abortion at home is shameful, but spending Despite the fact that the price tag for HR
mance, one would never know that Repub- taxpayer dollars to promote it— let alone 581 is tremendous, the reproductive future
licans dominate both the House and Sen- outside the nation’s borders— is outra- of other nations should remain exclusively
ate. The so-called right-wing Contheir own concern. Irresponsible begress offers no leadership initiative;
havior like spending exorbitant
instead it assumes the back seat, rubamounts of taxpayer’s dollars on forAs the GOP promised, Congress
ber-stamping the liberal establisheign social programs largely explains
must abate funding for entitlements
ment’s agenda. The most recent Conthe inability of Clinton and the Congressional miscarriage, a tag-team
gress to balance the budget. As promhere in America and eliminate such
effort of both houses, commits $385
ised by the GOP at election time,
aid to the rest of the world.
million for foreign “family planning”
Congress must abate funding for enprograms to go into effect March 1.
titlements here in America; at the
Congress proves most dangerous when geous. Expressing his disdain for fellow very least, it must eliminate such aid to the
the House and Senate act in unison. US law Republicans, New Jersey Representative rest of the world.
explicitly prohibits funding abortion prac- Christopher Smith sponsored a bill to reintices abroad, and the American people gen- state Reagan’s clause. Smith believes that Weak Links
erally assume that their hard-earned tax if he forces his opponents to choose beThis foreign aid package is not an
dollars go toward domestic necessities. The tween expedited funding for family plan- anomalous sample of Congressional luUS legislature dodged these obstacles to ning and abortion restrictions, he would nacy. Bob Dole’s pitiful presidential bid
pass its international family planning bill “flesh out their real agenda” of radical frightened many Republicans who felt that
by ignoring that aid sent for legitimate social engineering. Sadly, the Congress- their seats were threatened because of the
reproductive services allows foreign clin- man couldn’t rally enough Republicans to Kansas Senator’s weak campaign. Conseics to earmark some or all of their own his noble cause, opposed by a coalition of quently, they pander to multicultural interincomes for abortions. In all likelihood, the thirty to forty abortion advocates referred ests and the like in order to appear more
more the federal governcooperative and ‘inclusive.’
ment sends, the more preCongress has neglected
aid funds foreign clinics
touchy issues such as immiwill allocate towards aborgrants taking unfair advantion— a consequence the
tage of America’s entitleUS ostensibly tries to avoid.
ments and other politically
Additionally, the body
incorrect hot buttons. Unforthinks it can avoid citizens’
tunately, spineless statesmen
disapproval because of the
on both sides of the aisle
issue’s trendiness and beshow more concern for secause of growing concern
curing re-election than for
over the twenty-first
the problems plaguing
century’s population size.
Americans. But the country
The Reagan Adminisshould find the greatest contration closed the loophole
tempt for the disloyal and
by imposing a condition on
dishonest GOP.
foreign clinics receiving US
Selling out is not exclugrants that they not persive to little-known politiform or promote the use of abortion as a to as the “Tuesday group.” One member, cians worried about rocking the boat. Bemethod of family planning. But in 1993, Illinois Republican John Edward Porter, fore the State of the Union Address, the
Bill Clinton, who supposedly wants abor- refused even to hear Smith’s bill, con- country’s premier rainbow warrior, Jesse
tion to be rare, overturned Reagan’s clause. demning it as “a direct violation of the Jackson, received a personal invitation to
Not content with domestic hypocrisy and agreement that the president and Congress attend— not from fellow liberal Bill
imprudence, the President seeks to extend negotiated [in the fiscal 1997 bill].”
Clinton, but from the allegedly
his unsound policies around the globe. The
Clearly, too many Republicans have
Please see “Blues,”
US should expect no less of Clinton; the invested so heavily in the spirit of biparticontinued on the next page.
shock and disgrace is that the GOP-domi- sanship and inclusiveness that they have
nated Congress endorsed the measure.
jettisoned their supposed commitment to a
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“Blues,” continued
from the previous page.
conservative House Speaker Newt Gingrich.
Aware that the President would devote a
portion of his speech to racial issues, the
Republican attempted to embrace the spirit
of bipartisanship by extending an olive
branch to Jesse Jackson. As William Bennett
observed, Gingrich’s gesture only lent undeserved credibility to Jackson’s pretensions as spokesman for the entire black
community. The self-proclaimed voice of
black America wholeheartedly advocates
multiculturalist projects, affirmative action, welfare, and other entitlement programs which feed on victimology. The
Reverend’s views are antithetical to the
conservative messages of less government
and black advancement through merit.
Gingrich’s nod to Jackson illustrates the
Speaker’s eagerness to distance himself
from the ideas of true equal opportunity
and restricted government outlined in his
own Contract with America.
Border Control, Sí
Some members of the Senate behave
no better than Gingrich. Based on seniority, as William F. Buckley points out, the
new chairman of that chamber’s Immigration Subcommittee should be Arizonan Jon

“Melting,” continued from page 10.
to non-university-arranged on-campus social life and little, if any, to the Boston
scene. Sports, of course, are not our forté,
and even that is fine because Tufts refuses
to sacrifice academic standards Boston
College-style upon the altar of sport. But
what of the elsewhere-ubiquitous hall party?
Suppose for a moment some freshman
dares to tempt the fates and fête with his
neighbors on a Friday evening. After purchasing, by whatever means, the requisite
keg of suitably-inexpensive beer, our ostensibly car-less friend will need to find a
way to get the half-barrel from Boston Ave.
to his dorm. If he surmounts that obstacle,
he then must promote the gathering without alerting RA’s or the cops. Even if he
manages to gather enough people to consume seven cases of beer, fitting them all in
one room will prove either impossible or
entirely uncomfortable. No matter what,
eventually the offending Jumbo and his fat

Kyl. But that state boasts a significant
Hispanic constituency because of its lengthy
border with Mexico. Consequently, Senator Kyl graciously declined the post, handing it over to Spencer Abraham of distant
Michigan. If Abraham were to adopt a
hard line on immigration, the resulting
objection from his electorate would prove
negligible, but even with such security, he
brazenly panders to the pro-immigration
lobby.
This represents a lost opportunity for
the GOP to take a pro-active stance on a
pressing dilemma. The multiculturalist crusade against assimilation necessitates immediate immigration caps. Blending into
the melting pot is an essential ingredient
for succeeding in America. This nation’s
economic system and culture demand that
foreigners learn the language and compete
in the marketplace. Failing to reform the
welfare state, which includes misguided
programs such as public bilingual education, while practicing open immigration,
damages not only American tradition, but
also newcomers’ chances to reap the American Dream.
Bleeding hearts and purists hold that
immigration must be encouraged. But completely open borders, as Mr. Buckley mused,
are the “stuff of libertarian fancy, nice for
tone poems by such as Ayn Rand, but not
very good national policy.” As Milton Fried-

man adds, maintaining completely open
borders would be ideal, but is impractical
with our current entitlement-laden system—
not to mention the liberal mantra that denies the importance of Americanism and
assimilation. The greatest disappointment
is that the Republicans have failed to uphold their promise to pare down the welfare
state. If the GOP’s word had been its bond,
America could continue its rich tradition as
both a nation of immigrants and a land of
opportunity for those who work hard. The
heated immigration debate would evaporate. Meanwhile, Americans are being hoodwinked and robbed.
Jack Kemp argued that the Republican
Party must reach out and make itself more
inclusive. But why? For inclusivity’s sake?
Cooperation and diversity in itself might
be a sufficient goal for those who are
visionless and narrow-minded, but not for
individuals with genuine ideas for reform.
If the Republican contingent would stick to
a set of principles focused on cutting government waste— not advancing it— promoting long-held American ideals— not
destroying them— and actually streamline
bloated bureaucracy, no amount of media
criticism or partisanship would jeopardize
their jobs.

silver friend will get in a lot of trouble.
While Tufts administrators’ desire to
create an environment conducive to academic excellence merits praise, this by no
means warrants the overzealous enforcement of what can only be called the antisocial policy. The incredible restrictions
Ballou places on the kind of merriment
schools far better than this one welcome
results in the formation of social groups of
a size no bigger than the largest room in
which they can party. Combine this effect
with the segregation caused by Orientation, and the formula yields the current
state of race relations on our campus.
Far too much of the current debate
seeks to create a climate of “greater understanding.” While understanding of another’s
lot certainly possesses some value, only
those people who explicitly seek such comprehension will find it. Moreover, in our
racially tolerant society, at least on Walnut
Hill, understanding is not a necessary precursor to the racial harmony sought by all.
Just as one does not need to understand all

the forces which influenced another’s life
to enjoy his company, students can form
friendships across racial lines without any
special training. Ultimately these friendships hold the greatest possibilities of all
for fostering true understanding not just
between, but across, racial lines.
As in this nation, Tufts needs not some
giant kum-bay-ah celebration of “difference,” rather an acknowledgment of our
shared similarities and a sincere demonstration of our willingness to live together as
friends and fellow Tuftonians. Today the
University makes that job difficult by preventing students from having a good time
together. At a university where people of the
same race recognize their excessive
cliqueishness and a severe lack of social
opportunities, the chances that students will
associate with others both outside their own
clique and across racial lines are slim indeed.
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Miss Dawson is a junior majoring
in Classics and Philosophy.

Mr. Kingsbury is a junior
majoring in Economics.

Isolating the Problem
Ananda Gupta

E

very student of international politics against Russian expansion, the stage was ments against intervention but hold isolaknows George Washington’s famous set for a pan-European war that would take tionism morally untenable because of its
admonition against entangling foreign alli- the lives of ten million young men before it consequences on other nations. They have
ances and military imperialism, but few ended.
embraced the timeless liberal fallacy that
believe his words have any relevance toThe other problem with alliance what does not get done by the government
day. The world has changed, the story goes, abroad, besides its tendency to get Ameri- will never get done. American citizens,
and improvements in communications
acting on their own initiative, often
and transportation have actualized the
assist favored causes in other coun‘global village,’ bringing forth an ecotries, and would continue to do so
It should be self-evident that the
nomic interdependence that has put
under a non-interventionist governUS government bears legitimate
the age of isolationism in its twilight.
ment. For example, Amnesty Interauthority only over its own
Most charge Washington with shortnational uses nonviolent appeals to
sighted naïveté; he spoke those words
foreign nations to achieve its goals,
territory.
before the Bolshevik Revolution that
and American volunteers stood in
ordained a state dedicated to spreadthe ranks of the Republican side in
ing its totalitarian ideology across the globe can citizens killed in faraway lands, in- the Spanish Civil War because they wanted
at any cost. Surely the free people of the volves a great difficulty in finding worthy to join the struggle against European fasworld dare not refuse the burden of holding allies. A country like America that prides cism. If the government chooses to engage
such tyranny at bay. Additionally, there are itself on liberty and free markets ought to in conflicts against the nation’s interest,
the Realpolitikers— those who view the support only those nations that share such voluntarism will run dry. The only way to
international sphere as without principle, ideals. But such allies are few and far gather the manpower necessary to fight
and foreign policy as just a tool for nations between. Instead, free countries end up wars in various corners of the world is to
to engage in a Darwinian struggle for ad- supporting despots like Ferdinand Marcos conscript— perhaps one of the grossest
vantage and survival.
and Manuel Noriega to carry out their abuses of liberty ever employed by tyrants.
Isolationism, sadly, has lost its force in the diplomatic agenda. Once national interests
political arena. Some fear the term for its depend on ties to dictators, a threat to the The Consent of the Governed
historical connotations; many isolationists tyrant becomes a threat to America. And,
It should be self-evident that the US
were also protectionists, taking “America as David Friedman points out, since such government bears legitimate authority only
First” quite a bit too far. In order to
over its own territory. Attempts at
separate the defensible from the ingovernance elsewhere carry no legitidefensible, many commentators
macy beyond that which comes with
have taken to labeling the view that
raw power. It seems absurd that anythe US ought not concern itself with
one should advocate a limited governthe inner workings of other nations
ment that attempts to rule outside the
as “non-interventionism.”
borders in which its citizens reside.
The US government bears that label
Dulce et Decorum Est…
for a reason— it governs the United
The justifications for adopting nonStates, and only the United States.
interventionism go beyond bumperYet it is difficult to witness the
sticker slogans like “America First.”
spread of communism and do nothThe primary reason to avoid entaning. Its evils are not merely theoretigling alliances is simply that such
cal flaws; its practitioners show no
embroilments, more often than not,
remorse when they kill and repress to
lead to war. World War I occurred
promote a state of affairs that, ironilargely because the European great
cally, stands as a testament to the
powers supported one another’s inselfishness of its rulers. One might
ternational meddling. The ultimate
argue that even if the United States
diplomatic entanglement consisted of the individuals rarely rule their nations with ought not inhibit the spread of communism
agreement between the German and Austro- the consent of the governed, America must as an idea, it ought to protect the peoples of
Hungarian Empires, in which Germany take on the dirty task of protecting them the world from the ravages of its adherents.
agreed to support any decision the Austri- from those they rule. Domestic pretensions
Continued on the next page.
ans made regarding the Balkans. When towards freedom crumble.
Austria took that as a guarantee of support
Many people accept the ethical argu-

America, not thy
brother’s keeper
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Social Security— people not known for
their foresight or sound judgment. Individuals like Bismarck or Metternich stand
However, if protection of rights is a legitiout in history precisely because of their
mate duty of government— only an anarrarity. In reality, government foreign policy
chist would argue otherwise— then for the
resembles a parade of fools, a long laundry
United States to assume the duty of goverlist of debacles which colors the cheeks of
nance over everyone opens a door to the
scholars and diplomats even today. The
demand for a reciprocal duty in the person
infamous Zimmermann Telegram, in which
who receives protection. The ineviGermany foolishly promised
table consequence becomes world
Mexico land concessions in Texas
government, a threat to liberty that
Government foreign policy resembles and California should Mexico proought to scare anyone who fears
aid against the United States
a parade of fools, a long laundry list vide
centralizing powers in distant, farin World War I, serves as a prime
of debacles which colors the cheeks example. The Bay of Pigs invasion
away rulers.
More irony presents itself in that
of scholars and diplomats even today. does so almost as well. The list
no one seems to care when Marxists
goes on.
take power in economically impoverOne might infer from the above
ished African countries. The real concern ment to monarchy and Prussian national- that a principled foreign policy cannot exis whether Europe or Asia should fall to a ism. Since neither of those entailed any ist. But intervention within the national
Communist threat— an oversight consis- ethical obligations to the people of other interest is theoretically possible. However,
tently ignored by leftists and nations (or even to people in his own na- the diversity of ideas within American culmulticulturalists usually enamored of the tion), Bismarck felt free to do as he wished. ture does not bode well for any consistent
Third World. But nowadays, of course, Second, to so divorce the foreign and do- ‘national interest,’ which at first glance
communism is dead. Or is it? Members of mestic spheres of statecraft often proves resembles an appeal to some collective
radical leftist parties perform well in Rus- more difficult than one might originally will. Nevertheless, should one take poetic
sian parliamentary elections, and the think, especially in an age of multinational fantasies about the land of the free to heart
pebbles on the grave have begun to slip. corporations and free flow of capital made and derive a national interest from those, it
While the odds against any significant re- possible by electronics. Should one forsake is still necessary to temper idealism with
surgence bode well for liberty, eternal vigi- principle in the foreign sphere, similar aban- rigid moral restraints.
lance usually pays nevertheThe philosophical arguless. Arguments about comments against an intervenmunism, therefore, cannot be
tionist foreign policy are
dismissed as irrelevant in the
powerful enough. But the
‘new world order.’ Jews
visceral ones work too: naspeak of the Holocaust as an
palmed children in Vietnam,
event never to be forgotten
shadows on the walls of
because it could conceivably
Hiroshima, Iraqi civilians
happen again. Similarly,
crushed under tons of rubble.
once the crimes of Stalin and
War may be an extension of
his cronies have faded from
politics, but foreign policy—
living history, bright-eyed
so often a euphemism for
idealists might once again
gambling with American
pave the road they thought
citizens’ lives— too often
less traveled, ignorant of the
turns young men into killers
horror which lies in wait.
and lovers of liberty into
shell-shocked zombies. If
Implausible Assumptions?
isolation means allowing inSay It Ain’t So
dividuals to stay at home, far
At last, one must turn to
from steaming jungles and
the Realpolitikers, the followers of a school donment in the domestic sphere acquires mounds of corpses, then perhaps it deof thought supposedly mired in cynicism that much more legitimacy.
serves a chance. And perhaps George Washand practicality. Philosophical blather
Finally, and perhaps most resound- ington knew what he was talking about,
makes little difference in the end, they ingly, Realpolitikers make a critical and after all.
argue, and should not affect the methods by unrealistic assumption: that government is
Mr. Gupta is a junior majoring
which nations strive to achieve their inter- capable of formulating and carrying out a
in Economics and Philosophy.
national goals. Bismarck lowered himself consistent foreign policy. But these are the
to the slimiest depths of statecraft in order same sort of bureaucrats that conceived

Continued from the previous page.

to unify Germany, and his success endures
to this very day. Success, not principle, is
the measure of politics under this way of
thinking.
Several problems present themselves
with such an approach. First, without principle, there can be no moral goals. The
principle under which Bismarck strove for
German unification was a deep commit-
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The Right Spice
Julie Rockett

I

n twenty-eight countries, the song
“Wannabe” has hit number one on the
recording charts. Since the release of this
single and subsequent singles in Europe,
the Spice Girls have become bubble-gum
pop icons. Critics have grudgingly cheered
their music because it’s basically fun, accessible, and predictable. But the Spice
Girls ventured from their predictable musical paths and chose to voice their unpredictable political views. They announced
to The Spectator that, “We Spice Girls are
true Thatcherites. Thatcher was the first
Spice Girl, the pioneer of our ideology.”
The same group that recites, “What I really, really, really want is zigahzig-ahhhh”
stated that what it really, really, really did
not want is a single European currency.
CNN was so amazed that body-pierced,
tattooed, scantily-clad young women would
be conservatives, it ran the story worldwide. Their coming out of the closet as
conservatives shocked both standard British papers as well as tabloids. The UK
media’s jaw dropping is ironic given the
Clinton White House’s allegation
that “nut-case right-wing fantasies”
make their way to The Wall Street
Journal and The New York Times by
way of British tabloids. These papers would not have displayed such
shock at the Spice Girls’ confession
if the tabloids smacked of conservatism as the White House contends.
Moreover, mainstream media would
not express such astonishment at
young people’s choice of conservatism if they did not live in such an
insular liberal world.
Ironically, the leftist Labour
Party has been hindered more than
helped by celebrity support in recent
months. Oasis’s Noel Gallagher who once
stated that he “hoped that [Blur] would
catch AIDS and die,” planned to appear in
an advertisement with Damon Albarn,
Blur’s lead singer. This plug for Labour
was supposed to have a picture of the pair
with the catchy statement “The only thing
they hate more than each other is the Tories” scrawled beneath them. But Gallagher
proved a loose cannon when tabloids quoted
his unsavory comments about the govern-

economic interests. The Spectator reports
that The Spice Girls are most worried about
a loss of identity for England and recounted,
“We travel throughout Europe. All those
countries look the same. Only England
looks different. That is why we are profoundly suspicious of Europe.”
They are rightfully fearful of a
The group that recites, “What I really, huge political machine that will
really want is zigahzig-ahh” stated eventually remove the strength
that what it really, really did not and independence from England and every other nation in
want is a single European currency. the EU.
The Spice Girls, like most
Like Blur, the Spice Girls display dis- young people, cherish boldness and freedain for Blair’s hypocrisy in becoming the dom while despising oppressive authority.
poster boy for Labour’s visions of class Their musical predecessors, The Sex Piswarfare. After meeting with the politician, tols, decried the evils of government and
Geri, also known as Ginger Spice, said, called for an end to tax funded royalty. Sid
“He seemed nice enough.... We don’t agree Vicious might turn over in his grave if he
with his tax policies. But the real problem were to be labeled a right-winger, but inwith Blair is that he’s never really had a real deed, many of his ideas are quite conservajob... He’s just a good marketing man.” tive. The media, along with many young
Blair’s working-class pretensions disap- people, make the mistake of assuming that
pear when one considers his own privi- conservatism is an obscure philosophy
shared among old grey-haired curmudgeons. All too often, conservatives are criticized for being out of
touch and “un-hip.” Yet the sycophantic Clinton adoration mob consisting of the likes of Barbra Streisand,
Fleetwood Mac, and Billy Joel proves
which ideology is truly a relic from
the past.
Many young Americans tend to
overlook that a society free from the
constraining hands of the government
is diametrically opposed to the visions
of their sax-playing sovereign. The
media must recognize that it is not
incredulous for young people to emThe Spice Girls, British pop sensation
brace the ideals of conservatism. For
leged background. And, like many Ameri- decades, rock and rollers have given lip
can politicians, Blair spent his entire career service to freedom, but the leftist establishworking for government. He knows noth- ment formed by America’s Democrats and
ing of the private sector that sustains him Britain’s Labour Party represents the greatest threat to liberty in all its forms. It is time
but which he loathes.
for the mainstream media to realize that
t the forefront of British politics is the conservatism is not an absurdity for the
relationship between Great Britain and young, but rather, an inevitability.
the European Union. Labour favors surrenMiss Rockett is a graduate
dering autonomy and allowing the rest of
student of Education.
the European market to manage England’s
ment, including a quip accusing English
statesmen’s rampant drug use. Then, the
recently converted Albarn stated that he
“despises [Labour Party head] Tony Blair
for taking his personality so far into the
area of appeasement.”
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Making Welfare Work
Colin Delaney

U

nfortunately, like his declaration that
“the era of Big Government is over,”
President Clinton’s execution of welfareto-work plans comes up short. Reliant on a
hodge-podge of conflicting ideas and beholden to government favoritism disadvantageous the needy, the attempted reforms’ symbol-over-substance engineering
dooms it to failure. Only if the Administration ignores self-protecting labor leaders,
avaricious corporate welfare recipients, and
devotees of activist government will
America’s poor escape the cycle of dependency.
Politics itself constitutes a disturbing
obstacle to moving welfare recipients into
the workforce. Unconcerned for the taxpaying public and ambitious assistees, organized labor called on Democrats to repay
their political debt by enacting laws beneficial solely to unions. The AFL-CIO wants
to extend labor regulations to people forced
into community service by the terms of
workfare— legislation requiring recipients
who cannot find private work to clean
parks or perform similar tasks
typically handled by volunteers. Most importantly, the
union wants minimumwage and other benefits
to apply to these reluctant laborers, essentially
putting them on the government
payroll.
But the proposal defeats the purpose of workfare. The government
can provide countless “jobs” by creating work where a demand for such
does not exist. It can, as a Harvard
professor once suggested, put welfare queens to work by doubling mail
deliveries or increasing street-sweeping frequency and the like. In any
such case, the state still puts food on
tables and removes the necessity of
enterprise or basic responsibility. The
result: old-style welfare with new window dressing. Workfare must remain a temporary exercise to ensure that assistees perform at least
minimally beneficial service to the public;
salaried voluntarism is not a solution to the
dependency crisis.

Of course, organized labor did not people to do nothing, drawing a significant
limit its demands to the non-sensical; it set of people from the private workforce
protested private companies’ outreach and thereby inflating the wages of those who
training programs which draw welfare re- remain. When that counterfeit market sudcipients into the workforce. Unhappy denly disappears, as welfare-to-work legwith Marriott’s successful Pathways to In- islation has caused it to do, people formerly
dependence initiative, the Hotel Employ- employed therein seek work in the private
ees and Restaurant Employees International sector and correct the overpayment. Thus,
Union condemned the ‘exploitation’ of welfare-toWorkfare must remain a temporary
work hires. Pointing to sevendollar-an-hour wages paid to exercise to ensure that assistees perform
Pathways graduates working at least minimally beneficial service to
at Marriott hotels in Virginia
(a right to work state), a the public; salaried voluntarism is not a
HEREIU official told The solution to the dependency crisis.
Boston Globe that the company “hires desperate workers for substan- the lower wages are not only natural, but
dard wages,” since employees in beneficial to consumers, employers, and
Washington’s closed shops collect an aver- those seeking self-reliance.
age of ten dollars per hour.
Regrettably, public-to-private work
First, a substandard wage cannot exist. initiatives like Pathways themselves rely
If an employer and a prospective worker on government support including subsifreely agree on compensation, the only dized child care, reduced transportation
relevant standard has been satisfied. The costs for participants, and hand-outs to the
union really means that these new corporations training and hiring welfare
workers earn less than current dues- recipients. Though Marriott takes these
paying HEREIU members. And any grants, a spokeswoman admits that the
threat to the cartel naturally upsets its bottom line, not philanthropy, drives the
managers. The union would prefer Pathways project: the hotelier turns a profit.
to establish an industry-wide And the company could continue to make
minimum-wage, an act that money by employing former public-assiswould effectively eliminate tance beneficiaries even without the subcompetition and make hiring sidy. Should the government withdraw all
current Pathways participants but moral support, Pathways will almost
too expensive. Should the certainly become a self-sufficient winning
HEREIU have its way, fewer— if program for Marriott, its new employees,
any— welfare recipients will find and the state.
work in the hospitality industry.
Politicians should disregard organized
Like most other union gripes, labor’s demands, certify in all localities the
the problem here lies in an unwill- right to work regardless of union memberingness to accept the laws of supply ship, and ease corporate America away
and demand. Two factors have com- from its spot at the public trough. As Washbined to inflate current compensation ington realizes the benefits inherent in a
levels in relatively low-skilled indus- free market, the standing of all parties will
tries: the minimum wage and uncondi- advance. In order to trounce chronic pubtional public allowances. The former lic-assistance relapse, the government cancreates a shortage of jobs and not move recipients from one program to
guarantees that many of those another but must withdraw its crutches
lucky enough to find work are quickly and surely.
overpaid. The latter’s effect is more comMr. Delaney is a senior majoring in
plex. Straight welfare payments spawn an
History, Classics, and Political Science.
artificial market in which the state pays
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
To get rich is glorious.
—Deng Xiaoping
Morality is doing what’s right when nobody’s
looking.
—J.C. Watts
Politicians are the same all over. They promise
to build bridges, even where there are no
rivers.
—Nikita Krushchev
Some newspapers dispose of their garbage by
printing it.
—Spiro T. Agnew
If I have seen further than other men, it is by
standing on the shoulders of giants.
—Isaac Newton
Speak when you are angry and you will make
the best speech you will ever regret.
—Ambrose Bierce
The commonest fallacy among women is that
simply having children makes them a mother—
which is as absurd as believing that having a
piano makes one a musician.
—Sidney J. Harris
All our dreams can come true— if we have the
courage to pursue them.
—Walt Disney
The world’s best reformers are those who begin
on themselves.
—Anonymous
[Politicians] don’t spend enough time on their
knees. I think they would be better politicians
if they did.
—Mother Teresa
Our scientific power has outrun our spiritual
power. We have guided missiles and misguided
men.
—Martin Luther King, Jr.

As for charity, it is a matter in which the
immediate effect on the persons directly
concerned, and the ultimate consequence to the
general good, are apt to be at complete war
with one another.
—J.S. Mill
God will pardon me; it’s his trade.
—Heinrich Heine
True, lasting peace cannot be secured through
the strength of arms alone. Among free peoples,
the open exchange of ideas ultimately is our
greatest security.
—Ronald Reagan
Ronald Reagan has held the two most demeaning
jobs in the country— President of the United
States and radio broadcaster for the Chicago
Cubs.
—George Will
If ignorance paid dividends, most could make a
fortune out of what they don’t know about
economics.
—Luther Hodges, former Secretary
of Commerce
The most important thing a father can do for his
children is to love their mother.
—Reverend Theodore Hesburgh,
President of Notre Dame University
If you bungle raising your children, I don’t
think whatever else you do well matters very
much.
—Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis
He who thinks he has no faults, has one.
—Anonymous
Funny how a dollar can look so big when you
take it to church and so small when you take it
to the store.
—Frank Clark

My kind of loyalty was loyalty to one’s country,
not to its institutions or its office-holders.
—Mark Twain

We have gone completely overboard on security.
Everything has to be secured, jobs, wages,
hours— although the ultimate in security is
jail, the slave labor camp, and the salt mine.
—Cola Parker

In about the same degree as you are helpful,
you will be happy.
—Karl Reiland

The trouble with the rat race is that even if you
win, you’re still a rat.
—Lily Tomlin

Entrepreneurs are simply those who understand
that there is little difference between obstacle
and opportunity, and are able to turn both to
their advantage.
—Victor Kiam, CEO, Remington
A bore is somebody who opens his mouth and
puts all his feats in it.
—Henry Ford
Doubt is a thief that makes us fear to tread
where we might have won.
—William Shakespeare
I wish to preach, not the doctrine of ignoble
ease, but the doctrine of the strenuous life.
—Theodore Roosevelt
It has been said that the only thing we learn
from history is that we do not learn.
—Chief Justice Earl Warren
If something is wrong, fix it if you can. But train
yourself not to worry. Worry never fixes
anything.
—Mrs. Ernest Hemingway
Most of the trouble in the world is caused by
people wanting to be important.
—T.S. Eliot
After the first million, it doesn’t matter. You
can only eat three meals a day— I tried eating
four and I got sick. You can’t sleep in more than
one bed at night. Maybe I have twenty suits, but
I can only wear one at a time, and I can’t use
more than two shirts a day.
—Joseph Hirschhorn
We are in bondage to the law so that we may be
free.
—Cicero
I am a deeply superficial person.
—Andy Warhol
Nothing is so soothing to our self-esteem as to
find our bad traits in our forebears. It seems to
absolve us.
—Van Wyck Brooks
Children today are tyrants. They contradict
their parents, gobble their food, and tyrannize
their teachers.
—SMFrom
the
Elephant’s

